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The concepts called STED/RESOLFT superresolve features by a
light-driven transfer of closely packed molecules between two different states, typically a nonfluorescent “off” state and a fluorescent “on” state at well-defined coordinates on subdiffraction
scales. For this, the applied light intensity must be sufficient to
guarantee the state difference for molecules spaced at the resolution sought. Relatively high intensities have therefore been applied throughout the imaging to obtain the highest resolutions.
At regions where features are far enough apart that molecules
could be separated with lower intensity, the excess intensity just
adds to photobleaching. Here, we introduce DyMIN (standing for
Dynamic Intensity Minimum) scanning, generalizing and expanding on earlier concepts of RESCue and MINFIELD to reduce sample
exposure. The principle of DyMIN is that it only uses as much on/
off-switching light as needed to image at the desired resolution.
Fluorescence can be recorded at those positions where fluorophores are found within a subresolution neighborhood. By tuning
the intensity (and thus resolution) during the acquisition of each
pixel/voxel, we match the size of this neighborhood to the structures being imaged. DyMIN is shown to lower the dose of STED
light on the scanned region up to ∼20-fold under common biological imaging conditions, and >100-fold for sparser 2D and 3D samples. The bleaching reduction can be converted into accordingly
brighter images at <30-nm resolution.
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luorescence nanoscopy (1, 2), also known as superresolution
microscopy, has continuously gained momentum in recent
years. This is because of its unique and growing capabilities in
imaging biological structure at nanometer resolutions, well beyond the optical diffraction limit. Intact whole cells, both fixed
and alive, can be analyzed at resolutions typically in the range of
20 nm to 60 nm.
A widespread implementation of laser-scanning stimulated
emission depletion (STED) nanoscopy (3–6) superposes the
excitation focal spot with a doughnut-shaped spot of STED light.
The presence of STED light of a certain fluorophore-dependent
threshold intensity IS and higher serves to transiently switch off
the fluorescence ability of fluorophores by stimulated emission
everywhere but in the proximity of a central intensity zero point.
Right in the center, where the intensity is below the threshold,
fluorophores experience little or no STED light and can thus
fluoresce. In contrast, markers located farther out encounter an
increasingly high flux of STED light photons and are forced to
remain in their ground state with higher probability until, at a
certain distance from the doughnut center, the fluorescence of
the molecules is essentially switched off. Since the switch-off
effect is governed by a largely exponential function, this distance cannot be exactly pinpointed, but it has been generally
agreed that an advantageous specification is to where the fluorescence is reduced by half. This yields a widely used resolution
measure, namely the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
resulting “effective” point spread function (PSF).
Photobleaching, and more specifically the bleaching of organic
fluorophores induced by the high intensity at the overlap of
doughnut crest and excitation spot, has so far prohibited STED
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1708304114

microscopy from reaching its theoretically molecular resolution.
At the crest, the intensity can be orders of magnitude higher than
the threshold intensity. In other words, the intensity of the STED
beam is locally much greater than what is actually needed to
effectively switch a fluorophore off. This excess of STED photons is a major source of photobleaching, and a number of
schemes have been conceived with the goal of either reducing
the exposure of fluorophores to the doughnut crest or protecting
them from the detrimental effects of it. One of the latter concepts is known as “multiple off-state transitions” (7) nanoscopy
and uses a second type of (low light level) fluorophore transition
that shields the dye from the effects of high intensities required
for the first one, thereby allowing the recording of an increased
number of images of the same region (7). Another concept,
termed MINFLUX (nanoscopy with minimal photon fluxes) (8),
has attained molecular resolution by probing the position of individually on/off-switched molecules with a doughnut minimum
of excitation light. MINFLUX therefore avoids subjecting the
fluorophores to high intensity. An approach termed RESCue
(reduction of state transition cycles) (9), related to controlled
light exposure microscopy (10), reduces the light dose impinging
on the sample by using STED to briefly probe for empty nanoscale regions. Illumination of subdiffraction regions devoid of
fluorophores nonetheless causes photobleaching at neighboring
regions. In RESCue, judgment of a region to be empty is followed by immediate shutdown of all beams at scan positions that
are not occupied by fluorophores. Finally, a method called
MINFIELD (11) was recently presented, which works by limiting
the scan field to a region of about the same size as the doughnut
minimum “valley.” This avoids scanning the high-intensity crests
over the fluorophores, significantly reducing their bleaching. At
the fluorophores, MINFIELD therefore applies no switching
(STED) light more intense than is needed for the off-switch
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required for their separation. It enables the recording of many
more frames of the respective sample region and/or imaging at
higher resolutions, since a higher STED intensity can be applied,
albeit at the expense that neighboring areas are potentially
negatively affected (11).
Here, we present a versatile illumination concept for sampleresponsive superresolution fluorescence imaging called Dynamic
Intensity Minimum (DyMIN). This concept follows the same
fundamental rationale as MINFIELD, but evades the application of unnecessary off-switching (STED) photons without limiting the field of view to a small region. To explain the concept,
we consider two fluorophores spaced closer than the diffraction
limit (Fig. 1A). We start the scan away from the fluorophores
without STED light, i.e., at confocal resolution. As the dye
molecule is approached by the flank of the Gaussian excitation
spot, the detected signal starts to increase, at which point the
STED beam power is increased just enough that the fluorophore
remains “off” given the new, enhanced resolution. At one of the
next scan positions, the fluorophore emits again, and the STED
power is further increased, and so on, until the desired STED
power (i.e., resolution) is reached. Similarly, continuing the scan
and moving away from the second fluorophore on the other side,
the STED power is reduced to avoid scanning the crest across
the fluorophore again. The fluorophores in DyMIN scanning
therefore experience lower STED light doses than they would in
a conventional scan, since the STED beam is not set to full
power all of the time. Indeed, the highest power is applied at the
scan positions centered at fluorophores and their vicinity. But
the fluorophores, as they are located near the minimum, do not
experience the high intensity of the doughnut crest. This is exactly the rationale behind MINFIELD (11), but here the dynamic probing and adjustment of the STED intensity lifts the
limitation of small scan fields, while it still avoids scanning a fullpower doughnut over the whole sample.
Results
Basic Considerations of DyMIN Scanning. Crucially, with more fluorophores present in a more realistic specimen, DyMIN can still
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significantly reduce the light exposure, because fluorophores are
not subjected to high STED intensity everywhere. The exposure
is also typically much lower compared with RESCue, where
fluorophores experience the full-power STED profile during the
probing step, albeit not for the full duration of the pixel dwell
time. In practice, scanning is performed in discrete pixels, and
the STED intensity is also changed in discrete levels, as fluorophores are approached during the scanning process. We can
therefore formalize a practical implementation of DyMIN as
follows: At each pixel, we sequentially conduct i = 1, 2, . . . N
imaging steps, where we probe for signal over a time ti with a
Gaussian excitation spot and a STED profile of power Pi from
the ordered list {P1 = 0, P2,. . ., PN = Pmax}. If we detect no
emission at step i, we stop the registration of counts for the rest
of this pixel, and we blank both the excitation and the STED
laser. Only if the detected emission exceeds a predefined
threshold Ti at step i do we continue with step i + 1, i.e., we wait
for emission for a time ti+1 with increased STED power Pi+1,
until either Pmax is reached or we fail to detect sufficient photons.
The illumination decision (mask) m(x) at each step i, where the
STED power Pi has been applied, can then be written as
i
h
m1 = 1∀x, mi+1 ðxÞ = θ sðxÞ ⊗ heff
i ðxÞ − Ti ,
where s is the object (distribution of fluorescent markers), heff
i is
the effective resultant PSF at step i, θ is the Heaviside step
function, and ⊗ is the convolution operator. The total cumulative STED light dose at position x is
X
Dtot ðxÞ =
mi ðxÞ ⊗ hSTED
ðxÞ · ti ,
i
i

with hSTED
as the spatial profile of the STED light. The two
i
expressions are evaluated in tabular form in Table S1. Clearly,
it is crucial for an implementation of DyMIN to arrive at favorable sets {ti}, {Ti}, and {Pi}. This is presumably strongly dependent on the unknown sample and the way in which STED beam
power translates to bleaching, but general observations can be

B
Fig. 1. Nanoscopy with DyMIN adaptive illumination. (A) Concept illustrated for two fluorophores
spaced less than the diffraction limit. Signal is probed
at each position, starting with a diffraction-limited
probing step (PSTED = 0, Top), followed by probing
at higher resolution (PSTED > 0). At any step, if no
signal indicates the presence of a fluorophore, the
scan advances to the next position without applying
more STED light to probe at higher resolution. For
signal above a threshold (e.g., T1, Upper Middle), the
resolution is increased in steps (Lower Middle), with
decisions taken based on the presence of signal. This
is continued up to a final step of Pmax (full resolution
where required). For the highest-resolution steps,
directly at the fluorophore(s), the probed region
itself is located at the minimum of the STED intensity
profile (Bottom). (B) Simulations of conventional vs.
DyMIN scanning for a sample with many fluorophores (Top). Due to different STED powers applied (Middle), different dosages result during the
respective scans (Bottom). In conventional scanning,
the full STED power Pmax is applied throughout. In
DyMIN, large parts of the sample are scanned with
no STED light, or with STED at low powers, with
the cumulative dose reduced 45-fold at the fluorophores shown.
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Experimental Assessments of DyMIN. We investigated the photobleaching behavior of dispersed fluorescent beads under threestep DyMIN, MINFIELD, RESCue, and conventional STED
scanning conditions (Fig. 2). Fig. 2A shows the number of frames
N3/4 after which the total intensity in the image has dropped to
75% of the original value vs. the applied power in step 2 (P2) for a
range of final resolutions between 25 nm and 50 nm. The peak of
Heine et al.
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Fig. 2. Bleaching reduction with DyMIN. The advantages of DyMIN scanning
depend on the choice of the intermediate signal probing steps (step 2 and
higher). (A) The resolution applied at the second step of three-step DyMIN
scanning affects the numbers of frames N3/4 before the signal has dropped to
75% of its original level. Shown is N3/4 vs. resolution at step 2, measured for ∼23nm-sized fluorescent nanoassemblies (Bead R; GattaQuant). Measurements for
different final resolutions (50 nm, 40 nm, 32 nm, 25 nm) are shown with identical scan parameters (pixel size, 15 nm; decision time, 10 μs). Lines are guides to
the eye. (B) Signal reduction over time due to photobleaching vs. number of
frames imaged at 25-nm resolution for MINFIELD (150-nm field), three-step
DyMIN, RESCue, and conventional scanning. Fluorescence is normalized to the
initial frame. The sample consisted of dispersed 40-nm fluorescent nanobeads.
For MINFIELD, the curve is a median of 10 experiments on single beads. (C)
Simulations of the experiments in A (SI Materials and Methods) quantify the
relative STED light dose on the structure for choices of step 2 resolution. The
signal maximum for the step 2 resolution of about half the final resolution (2×
its value) is shown to correspond to a minimum in the applied STED dose.
(D) Confocal images of scanned regions after the 20th acquired frame of C:
conventional scanning (Left) vs. DyMIN scanning (Right). [Scale bar (x, y): 1.5 μm.]

each curve corresponds to a value of P2 that minimizes bleaching
and maximizes signal. This peak occurs roughly at the same values
of P2 (Fig. 2C) found by our numerical algorithm (SI Materials and
Methods), indicating that our simulations capture the effects of
dose reduction. DyMIN is a general concept, and its application is
not limited to 2D imaging. It can be applied also to a resolution
enhancement along the optic axis z. We tested DyMIN for 3D
STED, where the optimal strategy again consists of a confocal
probing step and a probing step at half the final resolution, followed by the final step at the highest resolution (Fig. S3). In Fig.
2B, the fluorescence of 40-nm-diameter fluorescent beads (shown
in Fig. 2D and dataset in Fig. S4) is plotted vs. the number of
recorded frames. Importantly, these results are expected to hold
not only for individual molecules (11) but also for small dense
clusters and therefore also for, e.g., antibodies or nanobodies labeled with multiple markers, or small cellular structures composed
of several macromolecules. They apply for all localized structures
positioned in otherwise unlabeled regions, such as filaments,
membranes, or mitochondria. Only for dense clusters or vast
planes of homogeneously labeled structures is RESCue expected
to be the better choice (Fig. S5). For very high fluorophore densities, the DyMIN advantage vanishes, as fluorophores cannot be
separated at the resolution of the intermediate probing step(s).
Subsequently, we applied three-step DyMIN to a range of
biological samples with varying density and homogeneity. To
PNAS | September 12, 2017 | vol. 114 | no. 37 | 9799
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made. First, note that the spatial extent of heff
i and the total power
in hSTED
are strongly related by a square-root dependence on the
i
intensity (power) of the STED beam, meaning that, starting from
hSTED
= 0, the initial application of STED power translates into a
1
comparatively large increase of resolution. For DyMIN, this
means that choices of Pi from where the power−resolution curve
has a steep slope are an efficient way of probing the structure, in
that a lot more information can be obtained with only little additional STED power. Consequently, a large subset of {Pi} should
be from this range, and this includes a confocal probe step at P1 =
0. Second, and somewhat counterintuitively, since additional steps
act at smaller spatial domains, they reduce the total STED light
dose Dtot compared with a scan with fewer steps at higher STED
power applied at more of the pixels. This reduction of Dtot when N
is increased slows down asymptotically (Fig. S1); a reasonable
number of steps is likely a small number.
To assess the best DyMIN strategy and to analyze how it fares
compared with other methods, we conducted simulations to arrive at the average STED light dose experienced per marker
fluorophore and by the specimen as a whole with DyMIN,
RESCue, and conventional scanning for a range of realistic
sample types (Fig. S2). To this end, in a square region with 5-μm
side length, we modeled specimens with random distributions of
(i) points with different average distances; (ii) crossing lines
(mimicking cytoskeletal filaments); and (iii) circles, resembling
subdiffraction-sized structures like virus particles, nuclear pore
complexes (NPCs) or vesicles. For each specimen, we simulated
the imaging (i.e., the scanning process) as follows: For standard
STED, we obtained the light dose at each pixel by convolving the
STED illumination profile of power Pmax with each pixel of the
sample, accounting for the duration of the illumination. For
DyMIN, we sought the optimal parameter set for each sample by
numerically minimizing the average dose of STED light on the
fluorophores (SI Materials and Methods) to obtain the best intermediate probe powers.
We note that our framework allows us to view RESCue as a
method with a single probe step at Pmax, permitting us to evaluate
it along with variants with additional DyMIN intermediate probing
steps. Already, a simple three-step DyMIN process with STED
powers {0, Pmax/4, Pmax}, i.e., a confocal resolution step, a step at
half the final resolution, and a final step at full resolution (Fig.
1B), reduces the average light dose per marker molecule by up to
45× compared with standard STED and by about 14× compared
with RESCue STED. As anticipated, the simulations indicate that
a higher number of DyMIN steps tends to increase light savings,
albeit at diminishing gains for higher step numbers (Fig. S1).
The detailed impact of this large reduction of light exposure, in
practice, depends not only on the sample and DyMIN parameters
but, especially, on the bleaching behavior of the particular dye in
use, which is possibly nonlinear and dependent on prior illumination. Nevertheless, it is to be expected that the optimal DyMIN
parameters found by minimizing the STED light dose will also
provide optimal bleaching reduction. We found, by simulation
(Fig. S1), that more than four DyMIN steps provide diminishing
additional reductions. Additionally, the confidence in the step
decision strongly increases with the number of photons available
at each step and therefore disfavors later steps recorded at higher
resolutions. More DyMIN steps mean more decision-taking, and
the risk of a wrong decision—i.e., a prematurely aborted pixel
although signal would have been present—increases.
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at the structures of interest, and on the sample at large within the
scanned field. For the axonal segment of Fig. 3A, a threefold
reduction of the STED light dose at the structure was inferred,
while the images of gephyrin clustering featured a DyMIN-based
dose reduction of ∼13-fold at the structures and ∼25-fold for the
full region imaged. The calculated dose savings on the structures
quantitatively agree with the realized signal gains: an ∼threefold
brighter image was recorded with DyMIN in Fig. 3A, and the
structures in Fig. 3B were ∼9 times stronger in signal (quantification in Fig. 3C). A full list of the imaging parameters used in
all experiments is provided in Table S2.
Pushing Signal in 2D and 3D Nanoscopy for Superior Contrast and
Structural Definition. Photobleaching is often the factor limiting

Fig. 3. Improved image brightness and structural definition in DyMIN STED
nanoscopy. STED recordings at the highest resolution levels are challenged
by bleaching. The bleaching reduction by DyMIN can be converted to higher
resolution and increased signal from fine structures. (A) Periodic spectrin-II
cytoskeleton (indirect immunofluorescence) along the axon of rat hippocampal neurons resolved by STED with conventional scanning (Left) and
DyMIN with 29-nm resolution (Right). To take advantage of the lower
bleaching compared with conventional scanning, DyMIN recordings should
use accordingly longer pixel dwell times (SI Materials and Methods, here: 40 μs
vs. 100 μs). (B) Nanoscale morphology of gephyrin clustering at inhibitory
synapses of rat hippocampal neurons (indirect immunofluorescence), with
∼ninefold signal increase, on average, for 24-nm resolution DyMIN (10 μs vs.
100 μs dwell time). Shown is conventional scanning (Left) vs. DyMIN scanning
(Right). (C) Quantifications of the signal increase of images as shown in B.
(>100 clusters in both cases, sourced from six separate measurements analyzed). Data are mean ± 1 SD of the mean fluorescence signals). [Scale bars:
500 nm (A), 200 nm (B).]

illustrate the DyMIN performance on a known structure, we
imaged the exquisite periodic organization of betaII spectrin
along the distal axon in neurons (Fig. 3A), which was initially
revealed by stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy and has
tighter spacing than the diffraction limit (12, 13). The DyMIN
approach leads to a threefold increase in the brightness of the
betaII spectrin scaffold compared with conventional scanning.
We further focused on other cellular compartments that benefit
from superresolution microscopy due to their small sizes, namely
synapses (14). In particular, we focused on gephyrin, a scaffolding protein of inhibitory synapses that exhibits a monocluster
or multicluster organization (15–17). Here, we used our pixelwise three-step DyMIN process to automatically prelocalize the
structure twice with low resolution and low STED powers in each
pixel, followed by a local recording at full resolution. The
DyMIN recordings (Fig. 3B, Right) were performed at a pixel
dwell time of 100 μs, which is the dwell time that maximizes
signal for the final resolution of ∼25 nm (SI Materials and
Methods and Fig. S6). Conventional scan recordings at this light
dose (i.e., pixel dwell time multiplied by intensity) were not
possible, and we therefore reduced the dwell time to 10 μs to
arrive at the light dose that results in the best possible signal for
standard STED with the same resolution as with DyMIN before
(Fig. 3B, Left). DyMIN enabled us to image gephyrin clustering
at superior contrast (Fig. 3B, Right), whereas with standard STED
at this high resolution, the gephyrin clusters were drowned in
noise (Fig. 3B, Left). Alternatively, the reduction of the light dose
provided by DyMIN could have been converted to about 42%
improved resolution (according to Eq. S5 and SI Materials and
Methods) at the same signal level.
We used the simulation framework (SI Materials and Methods)
to calculate the reduction of STED light photons acting directly
9800 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1708304114

signal and/or resolution in 3D STED. We therefore applied
DyMIN to 3D STED recordings to assess the bleaching reduction
by DyMIN in practice. Fig. 4 shows results for mature mouse
spermatozoa (confocal impression in Fig. 4A). Their axonemes
are known to contain a tube-like structure with a diameter of
∼100 nm, composed of nine microtubule doublets with another
central doublet. We perform immunofluorescence labeling of
microtubules in fixed mouse sperms and recorded xzy stacks with
3D STED (Fig. 4B), both with (i) standard STED and (ii) DyMIN
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Fig. 4. Pronounced signal increase in DyMIN STED nanoscopy enables 3D visualization of tubulin in the axonemes of mouse spermatozoa. The ‘empty’
voxels surrounding the fluorophores of interest often make up a substantial
fraction of 3D volumes scanned, as illustrated here for mouse spermatozoa
axonemes, tube-like structures based on tubulin (indirect immunofluorescence,
SI Materials and Methods). (A) Confocal overview recording of the spermatozoa. (B) The yz and xz slices through the tube taken from xzy stacks (fastest
scan axis: x) recorded with 3D STED at an isotropic resolution of ∼70 nm, both
with conventional and DyMIN scanning. The voxel (30 nm × 30 nm × 30 nm)
dwell times were 6 μs and 80 μs, respectively, with the signal increased ∼14fold for DyMIN. (C) The higher signal-to-noise ratio enables identification of
isosurfaces and volume rendering from the DyMIN data. The coordinate bars in
C represent 1 μm × 1 μm × 1 μm, with the positive y axis pointing toward the
reader. [Scale bars: 3 μm (xy) (A), 500 nm (xz and yz) (B).]
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STED, with the respective dwell times optimized for signal. The
nonoptimized standard STED recording shows strong photobleaching, to the point where a meaningful image is out of reach
and the tubular structure of the sperm tail cannot be appreciated.
The dosage-optimized standard STED recording with greatly reduced dwell time also shows virtually no useful signal. A remedy
here would be to reduce the STED power to lower the total light
dose and further increase signal, at the expense of resolution.
DyMIN, however, permits the recording of a full stack at high
STED powers, at the voxels containing structures, by reducing
dosage ∼22-fold over the full stack and allowing ∼14-fold brighter
images compared with the best conventional STED image.
DyMIN can readily be applied to multichannel recordings using
dyes at different wavelengths (6). Ideally, but not necessarily, each
dye channel is imaged at its own characteristic STED power for
best results (18). Fig. 5 shows NPCs and lamina recorded with 3D
DyMIN STED. The resulting resolution is about 60 nm for the
NPC labeling and slightly lower for the lamin staining. We used an
antibody that is known to target several types of NPC proteins (SI
Materials and Methods), and DyMIN enabled us to clearly resolve
two distinct domains formed in the basket and close to the central
channel and membrane ring, with the lamin roughly halfway in
between, below the nuclear membrane. To further reduce photobleaching here, we imaged the redder dye (NPCs) first, immediately followed by the greener dye (lamin). This avoids unnecessary
state cycling of the dye attached to the lamin, since it is not excited
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Discussion and Conclusions
We have demonstrated how dynamically probing structures with
adaptive resolutions increases fluorescent signals by minimizing
the application of excess intensity of the state transfer light. In a
point-scanning implementation of STED nanoscopy, more than
10-fold brighter images have been recorded under typical immunofluorescence sample conditions. DyMIN is a concept which
facilitates the highest final resolutions at robust, strong signal for
biological STED nanoscopy, as shown here by record axial resolutions (∼60 nm FWHM) for the single-lens 3D STED approach (Fig. 5). The demonstration of lateral separation of dyebased structures at 30-nm separation with unprecedented signal
contrast (∼100 counts in peak, Fig. 6D) further demonstrates the
importance of applying DyMIN.
We optimized the probing strategy using simulations and imaging experiments. A 10-fold signal increase can, given sufficient
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during the first recording of the red dye. DyMIN, implemented
with four steps, enables resolution of dye-labeled DNA origami
structures (19) at excellent contrast (Fig. 6). The chosen origami
consisted of two closely packed groups of ∼15 ATTO647N fluorophores each, separated center-to-center by nominally 30 nm,
with a gap of 10 nm. This is an example where the additional intermediate step makes a substantial difference, enabling an ∼173fold dose reduction at the structures for the chosen image
acquisition parameters.

Fig. 6. DyMIN STED imaging of DNA origami structures (fluorophore assemblies with 30-nm separation) at high signal-to-noise ratio. (A) Confocal and
(B) DyMIN STED recordings of DNA origami-based
nanorulers (GATTAquant) with nominally 30-nm
separation (10-nm gap) of groups of ∼15 ATTO647N
fluorophores, on average, each. (C) Schematic of
nanorulers imaged. (D) Intensity profile along connecting line of the fluorophore groups. The fit (blue
line) represents a combination of two Gaussians
(22.1- vs. 24.2-nm widths), with their peak-to-peak
separation determined as 30.0 nm (in agreement
with the nominal value). Accounting for the known
∼20-nm extent of the fluorophore groups (compare
C), the widths of the Gaussians imply an effective PSF
of ∼17 nm (FWHM). [Scale bars: 200 nm (A and B).]
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Fig. 5. Dual-color isotropic nanoscopy of nuclear
pore components and lamina with DyMIN STED.
(A) Confocal and (B) 3D DyMIN STED recordings of
NPCs (shown in green) and lamina (red). We used
antibodies that are known to target several different NPC proteins and different lamins (SI Materials
and Methods). DyMIN resolves two distinct domains
of the NPC (nuclear basket and close to the central
channel and membrane ring) along the axial direction z with high contrast (pixel size 25 nm ×
25 nm, dwell time 80 μs in both channels). (C) Schematic representation of labeled structures in A and B.
(D) A line profile of signal intensity along z quantifies
the resolved structures with superior image brightness and resolution. Lines show fits of a linear combination of two Gaussians (NPC) and a single Gaussian
(lamina). [Scale bars: 500 nm (A and B).]

B

signal, be alternatively converted into ∼42% increased resolution.
The superior performance of DyMIN results from avoiding scanning STED light over the sample at high power where this is not
needed for fluorophore separation, with illumination curtailed as
much as the structure allows. Clearly, sparse specimens exhibit the
strongest advantage. While sparse structures could be imaged with
almost the same resolution/signal with MINFIELD, the latter requires picking individual small scan fields, which then have to be
precisely approached by a more involved scanning system, in contrast to the dynamical and self-adjusting DyMIN method. Denser
specimens experience a drastic reduction of incident STED light
with DyMIN scanning, too. As long as one or more probe steps,
each at a different resolution, can be executed in between (clusters
of) fluorophores, DyMIN uses these steps to prelocate denser
structures, thus avoiding scanning across them at full power.
Compared with RESCue, its dynamical generalization further
reduces photobleaching, with additional advantages. As DyMIN
initializes the pixel-based probing with a confocal step in “empty”
sample regions farther away from the structure, increasing resolution as the structure is approached, there is no hard inherent
cutoff of structures as seen with RESCue. There, already, the first
probing step is executed with the highest STED power and resolution, and therefore necessarily also close to the structure. Additionally, the Poissonian statistics of threshold detection can lead
to noise-induced artifacts at abrupt transitions between background and actual signal. In a way, DyMIN creates a clearance
area around regions containing fluorophores, instead of unflexibly
probing each pixel with the highest light dose. Additionally, the
low-power probe steps ensure high fluorescence fluxes, and,
therefore, decisions can be made in shorter time, further reducing
the accrued light dosages.
By now, the on/off principle (1, 3, 20, 21) is firmly established as
the cornerstone of feature separation in far-field fluorescence
nanoscopy. Whether fluorophores indeed need to be in different
states further depends on their relative distance in the sample, given
a certain resolution. Adaptions of the illumination applied for on/off
state transfer are therefore a logical consequence of optimization of
this general principle. DyMIN can be viewed as a sample-adapted
implementation of this on/off strategy for feature separation. In
STED nanoscopy, it limits the impact of the finite probability of
photobleaching per on/off cycle by reducing—ideally minimizing—
the number of cycles fluorophores need to undergo. The consequences of this versatile strategy will have to be explored for other
coordinate-targeted nanoscopy variants, such as reversible saturable/
switchable optical linear (fluorescence) transitions (20) and ground
state depletion (GSD) (21) nanoscopies.

While this initial demonstration featured predefined pixel
dwell times for each signal-probing step, more light could be
saved by aborting any of the steps early once a confident decision on presence or absence of fluorophores can be taken.
More advanced development directions will take DyMIN to
conceptual limits. One might, for example, envision a STED
nanoscope which scans more elaborate spatial sequences. An
initial lower-resolution impression of the fluorescent structures
could then successively inform all further scan coordinate, illumination, and resolution choices, also allowing the saving of
time by skipping regions without fluorophores. Extremely fast
(electrooptic) beam positioning will prove to be very effective
in this regard. A limitation of the present initial experimental
demonstration is the spatially dependent bleaching evident in
some examples imaged (Fig. S7A), for which signal accumulation from numerous fast, repeated frames (22) with little
bleaching will improve spatial homogenization. In addition, the
decisions at each of the adaptive resolution steps could incorporate information from the collective of all pixels (“frame
steps,” not “pixel steps”), not just the one pixel analyzed at a time.
This knowledge could also be used to correct dark pixels originating from false decisions at any step, or enable floating decision
thresholds to address larger signal variabilities within a specimen
(Fig. S7B). We therefore anticipate that intelligent, multiadaptive
illumination schemes, based on DyMIN and further advancements, will play a major role in the future. These schemes will
allow convenient recording of nanoscopic images with superior
resolution, lower illumination dose, and higher signal-to-noise.
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Materials and Methods
Detailed descriptions of the optical setup, image acquisition, and sample
preparation including immunofluorescence labeling, as well as simulations
of DyMIN performance, are provided in SI Materials and Methods. The 2D
and 3D DyMIN STED fluorescence nanoscopy was demonstrated with a
microscope setup extended from the one previously described in ref. 11.
For sample preparation of rat hippocampal neurons (Fig. 3), all regulations
given in section 4 of the Animal Welfare Law of the Federal Republic of
Germany (Tierschutzgesetz der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, TierSchG) and
the regulation about animals used in experiments (August 1, 2013, Tierschutzversuchsverordnung) were followed for the procedure of sacrificing
rodents. Since sacrificing of animals is not an experiment on animals
according to section 7 Abs. 2 Satz 3 TierSchG, no specific authorization or
notification was required.
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